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Abstract

How are culturally distinct regions affected by free-market forces? It is with this question
in mind that I set out this past summer to study the impact of neoliberal economic
strategies on the island of Chiloe in southern Chile. In particular, I looked at how Chile's
thirty-year policy of export-oriented resource extraction has affected- and been
perceived by workers and families involved in the fishing industry of Chiloe. Throughout
my eight-week stay in the country I gathered enough preliminary data to suggest that
Chile's economic policies have had mixed results for fishermen in Chiloe: while major
national and international companies have flourished, small-scale independent fishermen
have faced increasing restrictions on where, when, and how they can fish. Furthermore,
many of the islanders I spoke to linked these changes to a broader, more fundamental
impact on Chiloe's overall culture - a gradual but perceptible shift from collectivity to
individualism.
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Introduction

Located about 700 miles south of Chile's capital city Santiago and just a short
ferry ride from the mainland, the island of Chiloe 1 is in many respects like any other
region of Chile. Its 130,000 residents are mostly Catholic,
Spanish-speaking, and mestizo, and its local economy- fueled
largely by a growing fishing industry - is deeply intertwined
with that of the rest of the country. Yet Chiloe also has
established an image of itself as a colorful and culturally
autonomous island - a place that is somehow separate and
distinct from its mother country. This image is partly the
outcome of a unique history, mythology, and architecture that
have become well-known to many Chileans. Yet it is also
reflective of a clear set of cultural traditions, fostered
throughout centuries according to islanders, that is increasingly
at odds with the priorities of Chile's national government. This
study, in its broadest sense, is an examination of this
discordance between islanders and the outside forces that have attempted to influence
them. Specifically, it is a look at the clash in interests and values between one group of
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islanders - small-scale independent fishermen - and the nationally-subsidized large-scale
commercial fishing operations they compete with.

Historical Background

It is no exaggeration to say that residents of Chiloe - or Chilotes - pride
themselves in their culture. During my stay on the island I found myself hearing daily
comments from Chilotes - often in casual conversation - on how they considered
themselves different from other Chileans. This difference, they told me, had to do with
their local customs, their myths, and, perhaps most importantly, their history.
Indeed, even a cursory glance at the history of Chiloe points to a people that have
long stressed independence - or, at the very least, some form of autonomy- from a
central government on the mainland. First occupied by Europeans in 1567, the island
remained a remote colony of Spain for nearly three centuries. Despite its relatively large
size (approximately that of Puerto Rico), it offered neither the promise of bountiful
natural resources (such as gold or silver) nor the advantage of a strategic military outpost.
Chiloe thus quickly became a settlement of little value or interest to the crown. Its
European colonists - in conjunction with the indigenous Huilliches with whom they
largely co-mingled- devoted their energies to fishing, farming, and livestock-raising,
creating in the process a relatively stable and efficient community that had little direct
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need of the outside world. Beyond the immediate purview of Spain, they exercised selfrule in a state of near-autonomy.
Thus when Chile, under the leadership of Jose San Martin and Bernardo
O'Higgins, declared independence from Spain in 1818 and drew up national boundaries
that included Chiloe, the island's colonists defiantly reasserted their allegiance to the
Crown. As one local historian explained, Chilotes preferred their status as a remote,
pseudo-independent colony. "We had more autonomy to lose ifwe became a part of
Chile; under Spain, we were a distant, half-forgotten province, and so we ran things the
way we wanted." 2
More than two thousand Chilotes fought on the side of the royalists during the
independence wars on the mainland. An even greater number devoted themselves to
defending their communities against the military forces sent by the newly-formed
Chilean government to conquer and annex the island. In 1820, Chilotes repelled an attack
by the Scottish-Chilean naval officer Lord Thomas Cochrane; four years later they battled
a Chilean squadron under the command of Admiral Ramon Freire. Even after their
abandonment in 1825 by the Spanish Royal authorities sent to assist in their pro-Spanish
defense, the islanders fought on for another year "for no other reason than to avoid
annexation to Chile" (Tangol, 1972).
Not until 1826, therefore, was Chiloe forcibly integrated into the new nation. Yet
life changed little for most Chilotes. They continued to live on small, five-hectare farms minifundios - basing most of their subsistence - as during colonial times - on fishing, the

2
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cultivation of potatoes, and the raising of sheep, cows, and other livestock (Schurman and
Sheehan, 1992). The island remained a distant appendage of the new South American
republic, never establishing itself as an important cog in Chile's economic and political
machinery. While young men would occasionally travel to the mainland to work and
accrue additional cash, Chilotes still extracted most of what they needed from the island
itself. Old attitudes and perceptions consequently carried over into the post-colonial era,
and most Chilotes maintained their identity as part of a separate and distinct islandculture (Barrientos; 1997).
At that time, the island's natural resources - particularly its marine wealth attracted little attention from outsiders. Most of the fishing that was done in the region
was for local consumption, not export, and fishermen operated either independently or for
small-business ventures that served their communities. Because there was little
dependence on the export market, fluctuations in national or international demand for fish
had only a minimal impact on the island's overall economy. The Great Depression of the
early 1930's, for example, affected Chilotes far less severely than it did mainland
Chileans; while the industrialized sectors of Chile's large cities suffered huge setbacks,
islanders still had abundant oceans and forests from which to extract the principal
resources they had relied on for survival for centuries.
Chiloe's relative isolation from the mainland government continued through the
mid-twentieth century. Chile's policies of land reforms and industry nationalization initiated in the early 1960's by the center-left administration of Eduardo Frei and
expanded by the socialist Salvador Allende - had little overall impact on the island.
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Chiloe's many minifundios- each one just large enough to sustain a family plus produce
a few cash crops - were not targeted by the government initiatives meant to break up and
redistribute some of the vast landholdings throughout the country. Likewise, the absence
of large industries or multinational corporations meant that Chiloe had no industries to
nationalize.
Much of that isolation began to change in the 1970's when, under the dictatorship
of General Augusto Pinochet, Chile embarked on an aggressive policy of privatization,
industry-deregulation, and export-oriented resource extraction- all key tenets of
neoliberalism. The general strategy of the Pinochet regime was to promote private
business as the motor for economic growth by subsidizing and deregulating large-scale
commercial operations. This opened the door to exploitation, on a vast scale, of the
island's marine wealth.
The changes were dramatic, particularly for a people who had never before
produced for a national or international market. Large fishing companies began to arrive
on the island in the late-1970's in search of fish and shellfish for Chile's new export
markets in Europe, North America, and Asia. The number of processing plants in Chiloe
grew from two in 1976 to more than 50 in 1996 (Schurman and Sheehan, 1992; National
Fishing Service). Many Chilotes living on minifundios moved to coastal towns to work
for the new corporations as unskilled laborers; thus large sectors of the population
quickly became dependent on the fluctuations of big business and international demand
for Chilean fish. Overall, subsistence strategies for islanders shifted from small-scale
farming, fishing, and livestock-raising - practiced independently but as part of an
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extremely localized economy - to the harvesting, canning, and packaging of fish and
shellfish for foreign and nationally-owned corporations embedded in a global economy.
Those who carried on with more traditional subsistence methods - small-scale,
independent fishermen, for example - found themselves increasingly affected by the

I

changing economic climate of industry deregulation and corporate subsidies, much of it
spurred by the new policies of the national government.
Chile's fishing industry has continued to grow in the last two decades, making

(- .

Chile one of the top five fishing countries in the world (International Labor Organization,
2001 ). Much of that burden has fallen on Chiloe, where fish exports in the last ten years
alone have risen more than 800 percent (Sandoval, 2003). While small-scale fishermen
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continue to struggle in this ultra-competitive, corporate-friendly environment, other
Chilotes today form the labor base of a vast transnational export industry. The overall
consequence for many islanders is a trend towards increasing dependence on the delicate
- and sometimes unstable - international market.

How Chilotes See Themselves Today

Despite this trend towards integration into the national and global economy, many

I
I

Chilotes still identify themselves as distinctly different from mainstream Chilean society.
Chilotes are quick to mention, for example, their historical differences with Chile, often
reminding visitors of the 1820's war with the mainland army that led to the forcible
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annexation of the island. They also emphasize - and still engage in - local traditions of
community partnership. The most common of these is known as the minga, a practice in
which the men and women of a particular town come together for a specific project -

I
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usually the building of a house, boat, or church. A minga can last anywhere from a day to
several months, depending on the length and complexity of the project. Those who
participate receive no pay beyond the promise of being the beneficiary of a minga
sometime in the future; it is an act of shared labor that virtually every Chilote family is
entitled to.
Chilotes also emphasize their cultural differences by calling attention to their
architecture, mythology, and food. During my stay, for example, I was repeatedly urged

I

to visit the island's churches, a suggestion I followed in the three towns I selected for
fieldwork. "Our churches represent our autonomy," one historian told me, 3 explaining
that in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, when most of the island's
churches were built, nails were such a rare commodity from the mainland that the local
builders had to fashion their own wooden pegs and interlocking shingles to use in their

I
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place. "[The builders] used local materials; they didn't depend on materials from the
outside." Similarly, Chilotes have a long history of designing their own fishing boats.
Nearly every small-scale fisherman I spoke with used a locally-constructed boat, twenty
to twenty-five feet in length, made largely of raw materials from the island. "Everything

I

but the instruments [and engine] come from here," a fisherman and builder told me.

3

4
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Felipe Montiel, 7/16/03
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Local mythological characters also play a large role in shaping the image
islanders have of themselves. Perhaps the most famous of these is El Trauco, a forestdwelling gnome who is held responsible for the pregnancies of unwed mothers. Known
for his stealth and speed, as well as his ability to disappear into the forest after an
unexpected visit in the middle of the night, El Trauco has allegedly taken the blame off
many a young couple. While many Chilotes today invoke the gnome with varying
degrees of skepticism, they are boastful of its mythological origins. "El Trauco is onehundred percent Chilote," one woman told me. 5 "I don't know of any other myth in Chile
that's as original." Other uniquely Chilote myths include La Pincoya, a long-haired
nymph in a seaweed skirt whose dance lures schools of fish, and El Caleuche, a phantom
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ship manned by drowned sailors lost at sea.
The general view of Chiloe as a culturally autonomous region is not confined to
the island itself. It is quite common for other Chileans to also associate Chiloe with a
distinctive heritage. The mention of Chiloe to a resident on the mainland will almost
inevitably trigger talk of the island's centuries-old churches or its mythical characters like

El Trauco and La Pincoya. Indeed, Chiloe's 'traditional authenticity' has been referred to
repeatedly by Chile's best-known authors. The sixteenth-century poet Alonso de Ercilla
called the island "a magical land of mystery" in his epic La Araucana [source]. Pablo
Neruda alluded to the rich history of Chiloe in several of his poems, even describing the

I
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"mythological odor" of its seafood (Neruda, 1973). And in her most recent book Mi Pais

lnventado, Isabel Allende (2003) declares that "the Chilotes live today as they did a

5
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hundred years ago .... It is such an extraordinary place that every Chilean and every
tourist must visit it at least once, even at the risk of staying forever."

I
Theoretical Overview

I

Such emphasis on Chiloe' s uniqueness, therefore, stands in contrast to the
changing economic reality of the island. This study, as alluded to earlier, is an
exploration of that apparent discordance between Chiloe's integration in the global
economy and Chilote attitudes of cultural autonomy. Specifically, it is a description of
how Chile's neoliberal policies are perceived by the small-scale fishermen who have
remained largely independent of corporate ties. While these Chilotes often view with
suspicion the continuing influx of large fishing companies (many of them foreign-owned)
and the national laws that are created to stimulate such companies, they fuel their doubts
and mistrusts by characterizing such influx as an encroachment on Chiloe' s traditional
identity. "Chiloe will become just like the rest of Chile," is a refrain I heard countless
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times while in the field; it is this response to neoliberalism that I wish to examine.
In carrying out this study, I am particularly interested in capturing the voices,
attitudes, and experiences of individual Chilotes. This emphasis is the outcome of what I
see as gaps in the academic literature on southern Chile. While much has been written
about neoliberalism and its broad, statistical consequences on Chile's economy, less has
been done to document the ways in which those consequences have manifested
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themselves in the individual lives of low-income workers and their families. Furthermore,
most studies of this kind have focused on other spheres of labor, namely urban factory
workers, miners, and agricultural workers (Stillerman, 1998; Finn, 1998; Gwinn, 1997;
Scott, 1997). Few scholars to date have turned their attention to southern Chile's largest
and fastest-growing commercial activity: fishing. Those who have studied it (Schurman
1996, 2001; Meltzoff et al., 2001) have produced useful statistical descriptions of

I
I

economic trends and wage earnings yet have failed to detail in a significant way local
perspectives and opinions. Little effort has been made to link the economic to the

cultural, the statistical to the ethnographic. In sum, the actual voices of Chilote laborers,
particularly those in the fishing industry, have largely been lost amid a flood of charts,
graphs, and numbers.
This study, therefore, emphasizes individual voices over statistics. It includes

I

testimonials that reveal subjective perceptions, not quantifiable conclusions. My goal is
not to explicitly identify a broad, global trend but rather document, as best as possible,

I
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the manner in which economic change - initiated by an outside authority - has been
interpreted and experienced by the men and women of a particular community. Thus the
scope of opinion represented here is purposefully narrow. Part of this is due to practical
constraints resulting from the length of my fieldwork. But part is also due to my belief in
the importance of providing local, individual perspectives on an issue. The perspectives
in this study form a fundamental piece of a larger picture relating to international market
forces and the political decisions that guide them. If we are to understand the full impact
of neoliberal economic policies on workers in Chile - or the impact of any economic
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agenda in any country, for that matter - we must explore in detail how individuals and
communities interpret the changes such policies bring about.
In addition to emphasizing the individual voices of Chilote fishermen, I am

I

interested in exploring two theoretical elements that come to the fore in a study such as
this. The first is the issue of neoliberalism and how to broadly interpret its global
expansion. My theoretical (and ideological) perspective on this matter is largely grounded
in Pierre Bourdieu' s writings on neoliberalism (1998) and his view of this global
economic trend as a powerful but potentially damaging force. According to Bourdieu,
neoliberalism is representative of a global conservative revolution that has ushered in a
renewed emphasis on individual profit maximization while simultaneously eroding
notions of collective responsibility. Central to this battle between individualism on the
one hand and collectivity on the other is the state itself - national governments, if you
will. Bourdieu identifies two competing "branches" of the state: a "right hand" run by
technocrats (legislators, economists, cabinet officials, etc.) and a "left hand" composed of
individuals directly concerned with the social welfare of citizens (social workers,
counselors, public school teachers, etc.). Neoliberalism, according to Bourdieu, is a
reflection of the will of the right hand of government at the expense of the left hand; it

I

represents an expansion of "the scientific rationalism of the state's technocrats" who
"preach the undivided reign of the market and the consumer" and seek to sweep away
notions of collective responsibility, represented in tum by the left hand (Bourdieu: 1998;
25).
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This analysis is reflected in the attitudes I encountered in Chilotes. As I will
elaborate on throughout this study, the fishermen I spoke with expressed a strong distaste
for what Bourdieu calls the right hand of the state - legislators and policy makers of the

I

Chilean government who, under pressure from private corporate interests, have passed
fishing laws that facilitate the expansion of the industrial fishing sector at the expense of
small-scale fishermen. These burocratas, as they were referred to by several of my
informants, represent to many Chilotes an arm of the state that is acting on a philosophy
that holds the individual entrepreneur above all else - above the collective welfare of
local communities, laborers, and families. This philosophy of individualism, as reflected
in the laws and economic policies passed by the state in the past three decades, is
juxtaposed against what they see as their own emphasis, through local customs, on

collective well-being. Mirroring Bourdieu's description of neoliberalism as a "a program
of methodological destruction of collectives" (1998; 95), many Chilote fishermen
themselves perceive the economic trend of the past thirty years as a force that is eroding
Chilote ideals, practices, and values that according to them have been in place for
centuries.

I

The power of the right hand of the state and its success in passing legal measures
reflective of its economic philosophy, therefore, is seen by many Chilote fishermen as the
single greatest threat to their culture and way of life. Fomenting this view is the
perception of the right hand of the state as an outside force imposing its will on the
island. Chilotes invoke their history on this matter, pointing to their self-ascribed cultural
autonomy from the mainland and their tradition of resisting the authority of the Chilean
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national government. Their view of the right hand of the state is therefore openly hostile,
fueled by centuries of suspicion towards mainland forces. With the expansion of
neoliberal economic policies, that suspicion has deepened, making Chilote fishermen
ever more wary of not just neoliberalism - and its emphasis on individualism and the
pursuit of profit - but also of Chile's technocrats, economists, policy makers, and
legislators - in sum, the sector of the state Bourdieu identifies as the right hand.

I

Conversely, many Chilote fishermen, while denouncing the right hand of the
state, simultaneously call for an expansion of social services, government education
programs, and state intervention in the affairs of the market - in effect, an expansion of
Bourdieu' s left hand of government. On the surface this may appear contradictory for a

I

group that views with distrust the mainland government and any outside interference with
the affairs of the island. Yet, as it was explained to me by my informants, many smallscale fishermen see parallels between their own customs and values and those of
government employees and representatives who espouse notions of collective
responsibility. Many of the Chilote fishermen I spoke with supported, and in some
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instances called for an expansion of, Chile's public school system, welfare programs, and
public housing - government programs that have all faced severe budget cuts in the past
decades. Virtually none of my informants opposed the Chilean government per se but
rather those elements of the government that pushed an agenda they saw as contrary to
their own. In this respect, the left hand of the state appeared to match far more precisely
the local values and customs with which Chilote fishermen self-identified.

I
I
I
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The question of how Chilotes view themselves brings me to the second
theoretical element I am interested in exploring: identity. A complex and sometimes
amorphous concept, social identity is impossible to narrow down to a pat definition.

I

Nonetheless, I will use as a starting point Jeffrey Gould's (1998) view of identity as the
way in which people define themselves vis-a-vis their collective memory. In the case of
Chilote fishermen, collective memory is particularly salient considering the frequency
with which they invoke their history and present a historical image of themselves as a
separate and autonomous people. As I indicated in the initial pages of this study, Chilote
fishermen see themselves as distinctly different from other Chileans. That difference lies
not so much in race (like most other Chileans they identify themselves as mestizo), or
class (they make no distinction between class variations on the island or off the island);
rather, the difference lies largely in their geographic separation from the mainland, their
cultural practices, and - most importantly - the manner in which those two elements have
intermingled with their history.
This is not to say that other markers of identity - gender, age, and sexuality, to
name a few - have not played a critical role in shaping the view Chilote fishermen have

I
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of themselves. A full analysis of those markers, though, would go beyond the limited
scope of this particular study. My focus, for the time being, is on the interplay between
history, geography, and ethnicity, and the manner in which these elements have shaped
the collective memory of Chilotes.

I

A note on gender is nonetheless appropriate and relevant. Fishing, it is important
to point out, is a gendered practice in Chiloe. Virtually all fishermen on the island are
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men. While women play critical roles in the process of producing marketable fish, it is
the men who go out to sea. My study, admittedly limited and narrow in scope,
emphasizes the voices of these men. The testimonials presented here are therefore
strongly shaped by local notions of masculinity. Fishermen describe themselves as

''fuerte", "resistente", and "duro." The act of fishing, to Chilotes, is "a man's job" and a
"hunt." All of these descriptors reflect common perceptions in Chile of masculine
qualities and roles. A more detailed analysis should be made not only of the function of
gender in shaping the identity of fishermen, but also of the role and impact of women in
the fishing industry as a whole. How, for example, do women perceive fishing practices?
What percentage of women comprise the workforce of the industrial sector? How has
their presence in the workforce changed the perception of fishing as a purely male
domain? These questions I leave for my own future inquiries - as well as those of others
- into this topic.
One final note before delving into the main body of the essay. The information
presented here is the product of two months of fieldwork in Chile. It is therefore
incomplete, as it will form the basis of a longer, more in-depth dissertation of the same
topic. As with many studies, it raises more questions than it answers, though it also
succeeds in pinpointing specific issues worthy of further investigation. It is to be viewed,
in this regard, as a starting point for additional inquiry.
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A Note on Methodology

I arrived in Chiloe in 2002 at the end of June - the beginning of their winter.
Temperatures ranged from forty to sixty degrees, and most days were characterized by a
slow, persistent rain. I split my time on the island 6 between three locations: the city of
Castro (the island's capital, home to
about 35,000 people), the fishing port
ofDalcahue (population 2,000), and
the tiny inlet town of San Juan (a
scattering of homes for about fifty

I

families). I hoped that these three
locations would provide me with a
range of perspectives on fishingindustry labor.
Prior to departing for Chi loe, I

I

set up local contacts via email and
Go! FV

telephone. For various reasons, none

I

of these worked out upon arriving. Nonetheless, I was eventually able to establish
connections with fishermen, dock workers, and their families in Dalcahue and San Juan
shortly after my arrival simply by asking around. As these connections solidified, my

I
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circle of contacts and informants quickly expanded. I mostly stayed in hostels, of which
6

map credit: www.chilediscover.com/ chiloeisland.htm
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there were many in the larger towns of Castro and Dalcahue due to the high volume of
seasonal laborers in the winter and tourists in the summer. In San Juan, I stayed at the
home of Armando Bahamonde and Doris Barrias. Armando is a local historian I met in
Dalcahue during my second week in Chiloe; his wife Doris teaches schoolchildren in the
area. They both helped me immensely with both contacts and their sharing of personal
experiences. I eventually conducted formal and informal interviews with numerous union

I

leaders, historians, local and itinerant laborers, and residents in all three communities - a
total of about thirty individuals. It is from these interviews, in addition to some advance
research, that I extracted the following information.

I
Who are the Artesanales?

I
I
I
I

Fishermen in Chiloe can be roughly split into two categories: those who work for
large national and foreign industries and those who work for themselves. The latter group
is referred to as pescadores artesanales (artisan fisherman), a name meant to denote the
small-scale enterprise Chilean fishermen have historically undertaken. My research
focuses primarily on the artesanales since they are readily identifiable as a group that
represents what Chilotes view as a more traditional aspect of Chilote culture. They have
also been directly affected by the neoliberal principles underlying national fishing laws.

I
I
I

Furthermore, artesanales occupy a symbolic role in Chilote society. Because of the nature
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of their professional undertaking - the fact that they are relatively self-sufficient and
independent of corporate interests - they are often viewed by other islanders as the flag
bearers of Chilote autonomy. To nearly everyone I spoke with, artesanales epitomized, in

I

working-class form, the Chilote character- proud, independent, traditional.
In the following pages I will explain as best as possible the attitudes of artesanales
towards Chile's neoliberal policies, as well as how artesanales believe these policies are

I

affecting them. I will do so by first describing some of the restrictions faced by smallscale fishermen in recent decades. These restrictions take two forms: national laws that
tend to support large-scale commercial fishing operations, and general ecological damage
to the waters fished by both artesanales and industry barges - damage that has limited
where and when artesanales can fish.
These legal and ecological encroachments on small-scale fishing have formed the
basis of specific complaints on the part of fishermen and other Chilotes about the
corporate fishing industry and the Chilean government. Yet they have also come to

I

symbolize more-namely, a broader, more fundamental clash in world views between
islanders and non-islanders. In the final section of this thesis, I will explore this conflict
between, on the one hand, an emphasis on collective existence, community participation,
and autonomy from the mainland (notions enmeshed in Chilote culture and identity), and,
on the other hand, an emphasis on economic growth, private enterprise, incorporation
into the global market, and individual achievement (characteristics related to
neoliberalism). I will also describe how Chilotes view the latter set of priorities as yet
another example of the external world trying to hold sway over the island.
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Legal Restrictions on Artesanales

In the past twenty years, Chiloe's 10,000 or so artesanales (aproximately 8% of
the island's current population) have faced increasing restrictions on their trade and way
of life. These restrictions have been both direct - through legal measures passed by the
state - and indirect - caused by environmental degradation that has resulted from
overharvesting of ocean resources by industry barges and waste generated at salmon
farms.
The legal controls date back to the 1980' s, when a series of statutes were enacted
by the authoritarian regime of Augusto Pinochet to boost large-scale commercial fishing
and fish exports. These laws favored large industry at the cost of the artesanales by
placing limits on the size of a small-scale fisherman's catch, the type of fish he or she can

I
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extract, and the waters where he or she can fish. The rationale behind these measures was
to keep artesanales out of the way of large-scale commercial operations, i.e. to give
companies free-reign of southern Chile's waters, allow them to harvest fish as easily and
cheaply as possible, and ultimately boost exports to major markets in Europe, Asia, and
North America.
As viewed by fishing companies and the Chilean government, the measures
resulted in success. Between 1985 and 1996 alone, industries in Chile's fishing sector

I
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grew by an average of 127 percent (Schurman, 2001). Exports skyrocketed- accounting
for 12% of the nations export earnings in the mid-90's - and the presence oflarge
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domestic and foreign fishing companies in Chiloe rose from 25 to more than 100
(SERNAP, 1995). Growth in the salmon industry was particularly dramatic during that
same period, making Chile the number one exporter of cultivated salmon in the world by
2001. These trends of sector growth, increasing exports, and corporate influx have
continued, albeit more moderately, to the present year, contributing to what some
economic analysts in Chile and abroad have referred to as an 'economic miracle.'

I
I

The artesanales I spoke with viewed these changes from an entirely different
perspective. As one informant - Luis Sandoval, the provincial president of the local
union Sindicato Provincial de Pescadores Artesanales de Chiloe - phrased it: "The
corporations have made themselves owners of the ocean. They have worked the laws to
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I
I

keep artesanales confined and corralled, out of their way and out of their business."
Sandoval points specifically to the Ley General de Pesca y Acuicultura, passed by the
centrist Frei administration in 1991, that formalized many of the neoliberal decrees of the
dictatorship. Under the law, strict fishing quotas were established for both artesanales
and the industriales (members of the industry sector), in which an average 2% of total
catch quotas went to the former group, 98% to the latter. These limitations applied to the

I

top species being exported- namely serrano (sea bass), merluza (cod), r6balo (haddock),
and congrio (conger-eel). Chile's biggest fish export- salmon- could only be harvested
if raised in an aquatic farm; wild-salmon fishing was prohibited.
As part of their objections to the Ley General, Sandoval and other artesanales
point to the disproportionately small share of quotas allotted to artesanales. In the case of
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cod (merluza), for example, artesanales are allowed to bring in 20% of the total quota,
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industriales 80%. Yet this ratio does not correspond to the numbers of fishermen
harvesting that particular species; according to the Chilean government's own figures,
there are three times more artesanales harvesting cod than industry workers (SERNAP,
2002).
This obvious imbalance to the respective catch-size quotas has led to suspicion,
even cynicism, among many artesanales towards both the national government and the

I

industrial sector. I was told on several occasions, Se han aduenados de! mar como si

fuera su propia propiedad [They have taken control of the oceans as though it were their
own property]. Follow-up queries revealed that while the "they" in this comment
generally referred to the fishing corporations, it sometimes referred to the national
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government's policy makers, or both. This ambiguous use of pronouns indicates that
Chilotes sometimes deliberately do not distinguish between the right hand of the Chilean
government - the sectors of the state directly responsible for passage of fishing laws and the industriales who are beholden to such laws much like the artesanales. Not only
are both the government and large industry run by outsiders - non-Chilotes - but they are
also connected, in the eyes of islanders, by virtue of their common goal: boosting Chilean

I
I

fish exports.
These suspicions run deep and are often confirmed by revelations of strong ties
between corporations and government officials. Many fishermen reminded me that the
predecessor of the current Subsecretario de Pesca (Secretary of Fishing, the highest
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national office responsible for overseeing the regulation of fishing activities) was for
many years president of the Association of Salmon and Trout Producers of Chile, a pro-
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industry lobby group. Indeed, Subsecretario Daniel Albarran was pressured to resign
from his national appointment in August 2001 for allegedly receiving bribes from the
salmon-exporting company Aguas Claras (Ecoceanos, 8/30/01 ).
Connections such as these have incensed artesanales who see their way of life
threatened by external forces. Indeed, the overall issue of quotas has led to a nearly
continuous state of protest for small-scale fishermen in southern Chile during the past
three years. In 2000, Chilote artesanales blocked roads and occupied the offices of the
National Fishing Service (SERNAP) in the city of Puerto Montt, the principal port for
industry barges returning from Chiloe. That same year, an artesanal committed suicide in
protest of the severe disruptions imposed on small-scale fishermen, according to his
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father (Ecoceanos, 3/22/2000). In 2002, artesanales clashed with police in the southern
Chilean cities of Concepcion, Puerto Montt, and Ancud, also over the issue of unfair
quotas.
The prohibition of open-ocean salmon-fishing has similarly sparked hostility
among artesanales. Much like the issue of quotas, they see this law targeting them
unfairly. As one fisherman in Dalcahue explained to me:

The corporations have worked the laws so that they get to keep
the salmon for themselves only. You see, the law says you can
only export salmon grown in a [aquatic] farm, and artesanales don't
own farms, only the corporations do. So they [the corporations]
don't mind the law; they just keep on growin salmon and
exporting them. We're the ones that lose out.

I
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interview with Lucho Mendoza, 7/11/02.
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In addition to establishing quotas and declaring wild salmon-fishing off-limits, the
1991 Ley General also cordoned off large sectors of the ocean surrounding Chiloe,
prohibiting artesanales from venturing more than five miles offshore, and likewise,
banning industry barges from fishing inside the five-mile line. This law, though, is
frequently violated by industry fishermen, who are increasingly tempted to take their
barges into the less-harvested waters allotted to artesanales. These illegal ventures have
led to violent confrontations between artesanales and industry workers. On at least three
occasions in 2002 fishermen from the two groups fired shots at each other while fishing
within the five-mile line. The issue has been brought to national attention by artesanal
union leaders demanding a government crackdown on the violations. They claim that the
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situation will only worsen as the effects of over-fishing beyond the five-mile line become
more apparent.
Heightening these tensions - and adding yet more to artesanales' perceptions of
unfair conditions - are the generous subsidies given to the industrial sector. Under a 1986
law - Decreto Ley 881 - 17% of industry labor costs are offset by the Chilean
government. Thus, of the average 120,000 pesos/month paid to an unskilled industry

I
I

worker (approximately $200 U.S.), more than 20,000 pesos are paid by the government,
lessening the salary burden on the company. Designed, like previous decrees, to stimulate
the industry sector and thus boost Chilean fish exports, artesanales view these subsidies

as a clear endorsement by the government of the industriales over small-scale operations.
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"It is obvious where [presidential palace] La Moneda 's priorities are," a union leader

8

8

interview with Sergio Mayorga 7/12/02
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told me, "and they're not with us." Artesanales have also pointed to the contradiction
inherent in the act of subsidizing a particular sector while espousing the free market
principles of open competition.

It is totally hypocritical for the government, on the one hand,
to claim that it is following neoliberal principles of non-intervention
in a free and open market, while on the other hand giving money
to big corporations, especially when it is the corporations that need
it the least. They [the industriales] have access to many more
resources than we do; they have much better, more modem
equipment; and they have more money than we do. If you add
subsidies to all that, it makes it very, very difficult for us to compete
with them. 9

The combination of these issues - unfair quotas, the ban on wild salmon
harvesting, subsidies to large-scale commercial operations, and the encroachment of
industry barges on waters reserved for artesanales - has fomented suspicion and mistrust
towards the industriales and the national government. Not only are these entities seen as
outside forces attempting to exploit the island's resources for their own gain, but their
actions are also seen as directly detrimental - more precisely inhibitive - on the ability of
artesanales to carry out their trade. In the following section, I will examine some of the
direct physical damage to the island resulting from the upsurge of industrial activity in
the region. This environmental degradation, as I will explain, has further deepened
preexisting suspicions and feelings of mistrust towards the industrial es and the
government on the part of Chiloe' s small-scale fishermen.
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Environmental Impact of the Fishing Boom

The explosion in the commercial fishing industry that started in the 1980's has
also led to indirect restrictions on where and when artesanales can conduct their fishing
operations. These restrictions relate specifically to the overharvesting of fish around
Chiloe by the industrial sector. Fueled by international market demand for salmon, cod,
hake, Chilean sea bass, and other species, exploitation of southern Chile's marine
resources has led to unprecedented environmental degradation of the waters surrounding
the island. Much of the damage is the result of waste generated at canneries and salmon
farms, as well as the highly destructive "razing" nets commonly used by commercial-size
boats. With large sectors of the ocean now off-limits due to pollution, artesanales are
finding their movements increasingly limited.
The salmon farms in particular have been a focal point of controversy between
artesanales and industriales. Indeed, artesanales have recently joined forces with
environmental organizations - such as the Santiago-based Centro Ecoceanos - to draw
attention to the destructive effects of the practice.
When salmon farming was first introduced in Chile in the 1980's, it was hailed by
industry workers and politicians as an environmental panacea, certain to reverse the
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effects of overharvesting already being felt by both artesanales and industriales. The
enterprise entailed growing one's own fish in caged pens approximately the size of

9

interview with Luis Sandoval 7/17 /02
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football fields, thus lessening the industry's dependence on wild fish harvests, as well as
freeing companies from the government-imposed quotas designed to prevent resource
depletion. Salmon farms appeared to provide a win-win solution for all groups involved,
giving companies a limitless and sustainable export product and easing concerns of
artesanales and environmentalists over issues of competition and depletion of wild
species.
Southern Chile's ocean temperatures and coastal geography provided an ideal
environment in which to raise salmon. These favorable conditions, coupled with the
availability of cheap labor from places like Chiloe and other largely rural sectors of
Chile, led to a dizzying expansion of the industry. Between 1987 and 1996, salmon
production levels grew by more than 1,800%, and in 2001, the farmed species accounted
for 5% of Chile's export earnings (Schurman, 2003). Today, Chile is ranked as the top
supplier of cultivated salmon, producing approximately one-third of the world's supply.
Yet salmon farming has turned out to be a highly destructive venture when carried
on with the intensity and scale of current production. Various factors contribute to this.
First, the stress on the salmon caused by the unnaturally high densities in the caged farm
pens has made the fish more vulnerable to viruses, bacteria, and parasites. The resulting
infectious diseases have in some cases been passed on to wild species. Though reports
vary widely as to the impact this has had on the ecosystem as a whole, the potential for
major disruption of wild species nonetheless exists. Recent studies (Ruiz et al, 2001;
Reuters, 2002) have indicated connections between diseased farmed salmon and the
native species that surround them.
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A more imminent and better documented problem is that of the destruction of the
ocean floors beneath the salmon farms. Many salmon producers employ high amounts of
antibiotics, disinfectants, and other chemicals in their efforts to combat potential disease.
These products linger and accumulate in the marine environment beneath the pens,
eventually mixing with other, more organic, pollutants - foremost among them fish feces.
Indeed, an average salmon farm of 200,000 fish releases an amount of solid feces
equivalent to a town of 62,000 people (Ecoceanos News, 2003). The combined effect of
the immense agglomerates of feces with the antibiotics and chemicals is an oxygendepleted "dead zone" on the seafloor under the cages. This ocean wasteland, according to
a recent study by the University of Chile, can take up to 135 years to return to normal
[source]. The high concentrations of fish feed and dead fish also generated at the farms
simply add to the problem.
Furthermore, since the pens holding the salmon are open to the surrounding
waters, much of the resulting pollution flushes into the local ecosystem. The area of
destruction is vast. While the average pen - or cage - is about the size of a football field,
a typical farm can hold several pens, usually occupying a total area of 10 hectares. There
are more than 100 farms in the waters surrounding Chiloe, totaling 1,000 hectares of
damaged ocean floors.
The ecological problems, though, extend beyond the immediate area of the
salmon farms. Strong links have been shown to exist between the high concentration of
pollutants in aquatic farms in Chile and other countries and the devastating algae blooms
that have affected fisheries throughout the world (Ruiz et al, 2001 ). These algae blooms -
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known as marea roja (red tide) in Chile - are symptomatic of a deadly bacteria that
infects shellfish and various wild fish species harvested by artesanales. The bacteria
either kill massive numbers of the marine species or render large schools of them inedible
to humans. In 2003, one Chilote was killed- and four others hospitalized- from eating
infected shellfish (ITN, 2003).
Yet another danger posed by the salmon farms is that of the thousands of
individual salmon that escape every year into the surrounding waters. While at face value
this may seem like an irrelevant issue, it actually has the potential to seriously disrupt
southern Chile's marine biodiversity. The problem relates to the type of salmon being
harvested - Atlantic salmon, or salmonids. This species is alien to southeast Pacific
ecosystems, yet since the 1990' s, these non-native fish have been mixing with the local
environment. They escape from their pens as a result of human error, or when storms or
hungry sea lions tear the cages enclosing them. Once in the wild, they prey on many of
the valuable local species - such as merluza and r6balo - that are harvested by
artesanales. It is estimated that nearly a million of these salmon escape annually from
their pens.

I
I

predatory Atlantic salmon. Their reaction to the situation has been to petition the Chilean

I

salmon farms to curb the numbers of escaped fish, they say, or lift the ban on salmon

Artesanales attribute lower catch yields of recent years to the impact of the

government, through their unions, for a solution. Either impose stricter regulations on

fishing and allow the artesanales themselves to harvest the alien species.

I
I
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Their requests have been denied on both fronts . Stricter regulations on salmon
confinement would be unrealistic, according to the government, since the current rate of
escape is already considered very low (only 1.5% of the total salmon produced in Chile)
(Ecoceanos News, 2003). On the other hand, allowing artesanales to harvest Atlantic
salmon would create an even larger problem by actually discouraging corporations from
holding down escaped-salmon numbers. According to one government official, "It would
increase the number of robberies from farming centers, stimulating more escapes, and
ultimately severely damaging the salmon-producing companies" (Ecoceanos News,
2003). To date, the overall message to artesanales has been to simply accept conditions as
they are.
Three major ecological threats, therefore, are jeopardizing the livelihood of
small-scale fishermen: spread of disease, destruction of the ocean floors, and predatory
escaped salmon. These threats emanate directly from salmon farms. With approximately
80% of the salmon industry concentrated in and around Chiloe, the brunt of the
environmental impact coming from this industry is shouldered by Chile's southern island.
"These problems have been festering for ten years now, but they're only now being
noticed," explained one environmental activist. 10 "Not only is the value of Chiloe's
archipelagos and marine environment being diminished, but the traditional way of life of
many coastal communities is being affected."

10

Juan Carlos Cardenas, executive director, Centro Ecoceanos, 3/29/03.
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Artesanales echo this statement. "We depend very much on the health of the
ocean," one fisherman told me. I I "If the ocean isn't healthy, we feel that immediately.
That means that our catches are unhealthy, that we earn less money, that it is more
difficult to feed our families. The problems we're having now with the marea roja and
the Atlantic salmon are the worst we've had as far as I can remember."
Luis Sandoval, head of a union of artesanales in Chiloe, claims that many of the
approximately 2,000 members of his organization have been forced to abandon their
small-scale fishing activities and search for other means of employment. He attributes
this attrition to the ecological damage caused by the salmon farms. "Catches yield less
now. Sometimes artesanales can't even go out to sea if the marea roja is anywhere near
where they live. They have to sit and wait while losing money. They have lost much of
their freedom to roam. From being nomads, they have been transformed into a static
group."
While artesanales are calling for a moratorium on the expansion of the salmon
farm industry, the Chilean government-with the encouragement of corporate lobby
organizations like the Association of Salmon Producers - is actively promoting an
'expansion phase' for salmon companies. Through a project called "Salmon Valley", the
government hopes to spur the industry into doubling its salmon exports within the next
seven years. More than 2,700 salmon aquaculture concessions in southern Chile were
granted to companies in 2002 as part of the project. Approximately 4,000 more are
expected to be approved in the next two years. Most of these new fish farms will be

11

interview on the docks ofDalcahue 7/19/02.
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located in the largely untouched waters south of Chiloe, others will be added to the
already crowded archipelagos of the island.
The trend is precisely the reverse of what artesanales hope to see. "The
government is obviously responding to the demand for salmon in other countries," said a
local historian. 12 "They want to see more crecimiento [economic growth]. That's what
they're thinking. Exports, exports, exports. But they forget that what one group of people
wants is not always what is best for another group of people. Just because Japanese and
Americans want us to send them an endless caravan of boats filled with salmon doesn't
mean that we should destroy our ecology here and destroy the way of life of many people
on this island."
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The government's plan to boost the industrial sector especially frustrates
artesanales who see their fishing methods as far more eco-friendly and sustainable. They
compare, for example, their line-fishing to the giant drag nets used by industry barges.
"We catch most fish individually. That way we get the fish we want and the amount we
need. No more no less." 13
More importantly, artesanales use all the fish they get. Virtually nothing gets
wasted or discarded out of an average night's catch of 400 kilos. Industry barges, by
contrast, are far more indiscriminate and destructive through their use of the drag nets.
The nets - often encompassing a width of more than five city blocks - sweep through
broad swaths of ocean, catching anything in their path. Much of what gets entangled
(approximately 80% percent according to Greenpeace) is useless to the barges. This

12

Armando Bahamonde, 7/17 /03
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unwanted by-product - or "bycatch" - can include dolphins, sea turtles, sea birds,
starfish, or even commercially valuable fish that are simply not needed by a particular
barge. For every pound of commercial catch, up to 10 pounds of bycatch can be caught
and discarded as waste. 14
Much of this disastrously wasteful situation relates to the political ecology of the
industry. Large-scale commercial operations are directly connected to international
market demand for fish. In the case of commercial operations in Chile, countries like
Spain, the United States, and Japan have proved to have an insatiable appetite for salmon,
cod, sea bass, and other species. Unfortunately, this demand for Chilean fish is not
synchronized with natural population fluctuations in these species. Stated more generally,
"ecosystems are not necessarily compatible with market demand, and suppliers might not
be able to increase production when the market so commands it" (Vasquez, 1995).
Yet the corporate sector of Chile's fishing industry relies on foreign markets for
its very survival. Its growth and effectiveness at maximizing profits depend entirely on its
ability to exploit marine resources as quickly and efficiently as possible. This falls in line
with basic principles of neoliberal economics (which I will explain in greater detail in the
following pages); unfortunately, it also largely ignores concepts of long-term resource
management, and it is the effects of this oversight that artesanales claim they are
expenencmg.
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interviews with Dalcahue fishermen, 7/19/02.
http://worldanimalfoundation.homestead.com 7/29/03.
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Chiloe vs. The World

The preceding pages constitute a rough outline of very specific legal and
environmental issues affecting small-scale fishermen in Chiloe. While these issues range
from disputes over fishing quotas to uncertainty over the sustainability of industrial
fishing methods, they are also representative of a broader, more fundamental difference
between Chilotes and elements of the outside world. What exactly is this difference and
how does it relate to the issues described above? To answer this question, I will first look
at the basic principles underlying neoliberal economics in Chile, then compare those
principles to some of the personal and communal values shared by many of the Chilotes I
spoke with.

The rise of neoliberalism in Chile

To understand the basic tenets of Chile's brand of neoliberalism it is important to
outline, however briefly, the historical context in which it arose. In 1973, the head of
Chile's armed forces - General Augusto Pinochet- overthrew the democratically-elected
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socialist president, Salvador Allende, in a violent coup that claimed the lives of at least
3,000 people. At the time of the coup, Chile was facing a social crisis. Allende's efforts
to create a socialist revolution through constitutional means had polarized the country
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along class lines. Policies of land redistribution had alienated landed elites.
Nationalization oflarge industries - started by the center-left Frei administration of the
1960' s - had pushed out foreign investors and discouraged national entrepreneurs. And
efforts at reorganizing factories had led to a series of armed takeovers by urban workers.
Allende's economic policies had similarly resulted in crisis. Minimum-wage
increases - coupled with price caps on certain commodities - contributed to a devaluation
of the peso and an inflation rate of more than 600 percent. Industry nationalization had
disrupted production throughout the country, creating shortages in consumer goods. And
aggravating these conditions was the decision by the United States to slash aid to Chile
from an annual $140 million to near zero.
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The 1973 coup marked not just a transition in Chile from civilian to military rule,
but also a complete reversal of the country's economic policies. Chile was transformed
from a largely isolated economy - one that discouraged trade or foreign investment and
relied on strong government intervention to redistribute wealth - into a liberalized,
world-integrated economy, in which the market was largely left to its own devices and
the government intervened only to stimulate the private sector. Thus, while Allende's
economic strategy had been one of state-led social development- including policies of
subsidies to domestic industry, high import tariffs, resistance to foreign capital, and
protection of organized workers - Pinochet's approach relied on free-market principles of
financial discipline and privatization.
Pinochet's advisors were young technocrats who adhered to classic liberal
economic theories then enjoying a revival. Many of them had been trained at the
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University of Chicago in the 1960' s under Professor Milton Friedman, a renowned
advocate of the free market and so-called neoliberalism (Williamson, 1992). Under the
guidance of these Chicago Boys, as they came to be known, Pinochet embarked on a
radical program of liberalization and privatization, slashing a wide range of government
practices, including high import tariffs, government welfare, land redistribution
programs, and labor laws that in his view inhibited growth in the private sector.
At the heart of this approach was a fundamental belief - imparted by Milton
Friedman and other University of Chicago professors onto Los Chicago Boys - in an
individual's right within society to pursue his or her self-interests to the fullest extent.
The basis for this belief was the liberal notion - espoused by Adam Smith in 1776 - that
a transaction between two individuals pursuing self-interest resulted in benefits to both
parties and to society as a whole. Furthermore, only under such conditions of free and
voluntary exchange, according to Friedman, could the potential of a society be fully
realized. Friedman (1980) quoted Adam Smith on this matter:
An individual who intends only his own gain is led by an invisible hand to
promote an end which was no part of his intention. Nor is it always the
worse for the society that it was no part of it. By pursuing his own interest,
he frequently promotes that of the society more effectually than when he
really intends to promote it. I have never known much good done by those
who affected to trade for the public good. 15

Thus Friedman's vision of an ideal society was one in which individuals were allowed to
freely pursue their entrepreneurial instincts, unhindered by either government
intervention in their affairs or heady notions of altruism. Indeed the best way to serve

15

from Adam Smith, Wealth ofNations (1776)
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one's community, Friedman claimed, was to actively go after self-serving interests.
Under such conditions, the 'invisible hand' of the market - not the citizen-activistwould promote the interests of society as a whole by magically raising the standard of
living for everyone. "It works so well, it works so efficiently," he wrote (1978) of the free
market, "that ordinarily we are not even aware of it. .. everyone benefits."
This approach to economics led Friedman to be highly suspicious of any
government intervention in the process of "free and voluntary exchange." He frequently
attributed what he saw as the woes of his times - illegal immigration and "a welfare
state" - to an overextended government. In 1978 he stated that "the problem [with the
United States] today is that government interference is threatening to strangle the true
source of our achievement .... It is imperative that individuals be allowed to pursue their

own economic interests voluntarily and uninhibited" (emphasis mine )(Friedman, 1978).
In sum, Friedman helped revive a philosophical approach to economics that
construed "freedom" in a very particular way: the freedom of an individual to actively
pursue his or her interests. Any form of government intervention in the market was by
definition an infringement on that "freedom of the individual" and thus was to be
minimized. The free-market economies of nations did best, Friedman theorized, when left
as undisturbed as possible.
These tenets of unrestricted market activity and the pursuit of individual selfinterest became the guiding principles used by Pinochet's economic team. Jaime
Guzman, one of Pinochet's chief political and economic strategists following the coup,
spoke of liberal economics as a critical component of a "integrally free society"
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(Guzman: 1992; 174). Pinochet himselfrepeatedly made the link between individual
freedom and free-market economics. In a speech to economists at the Universidad de
Chile in 1979, he stated that "individual liberty can be considered extinguished the
moment the state assumes control of economic activity ... Evidence of this can be found
in those regimes that have abolished private property and private initiative." In the same
speech he declared that one of the government's most important roles was protecting
"this most basic form of personal liberty" (Pinochet: 1983; 135).
In practical terms, this philosophical approach translated into a push for natural
resource extraction with an eye towards expanding Chile's exports and tapping into
foreign markets. Thus along with Chile's new emphasis on privatization and tariffreduction came a series of measures aimed at exploiting the country's forests, hills, and
oceans. Pinochet's reformers rationalized that more exports meant not just more jobs for
Chileans but also greater revenues for the country as a whole. They also viewed this
integration into the global economy as a positive development for Chile, one that would
connect the country to vast markets previously untapped by Chilean entrepreneurs, as
well as attract foreign corporations also interested in exploiting Chile's natural resources.
Chile's forests, hills, and oceans were therefore opened up to large national and
multinational companies. In the competitive, free-market atmosphere that prevailed in the
1970's and 80's, the companies that rose to the top and were granted the greatest
concessions and subsidies from the government were those that were most effective and
efficient at exploiting these resources.
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Differing values

It is in this manner that Chiloe, with its bountiful marine resources, was swept

into Chile's dramatic rush to neoliberal economics. But the sudden influx of big-business
and export-oriented industry also set the scene for an unmistakable clash of values. Many
Chilotes had little enthusiasm for the underlying beliefs motivating the policy makers of
the national government. While Pinochet's Chicago Boys emphasized economic growth,
integration into a global market, and the pursuit by individuals of profit and self-interest,
most Chilotes practiced a far more localized and community-oriented form of existence.
For the average islander, sharing resource surpluses and working for the good of the

community superceded ambitions of profit-accumulation or entrepreneurial growth. 16
While individuals in Chiloe were encouraged to realize their full potential, personal gain
was measured against the good of the community. The pursuit of self-interest held value
only insofar as it benefited others.
The isolationist attitudes of Chilotes also clashed with the immediate goals of the
national government. Islanders saw little value in - or need for - reaching out to foreign
markets. Indeed for centuries Chilotes had prided themselves on their self-sufficiency;
expanding industrial activity to satiate the demands of overseas consumers ran counter to
this. And while corporations argued that the islanders would eventually benefit from
exports by attaining a higher standard of living, three decades of neoliberal reforms have

16

these observations are based on my interviews with fishermen, union leaders, and historians.
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done little to attest to this. If anything, Chilotes viewed the influx of export-oriented
businesses with suspicion - as another form of outside intervention in the island, a trend
kicked off by decisions made without the participation or consent of islanders, and for the
benefit of outside interests. (Despite being a large island, Chiloe has no direct
representation in the Chilean congress since it forms only a part of a larger political state
in the south of Chile.)

Testimonials

These attitudes, rampant among small-scale fishermen in the 1980's and 90's,
grew in strength as the fishing industry itself expanded. Today, with a heightened
awareness of the laws that restrict them and the industrial pollutants and practices that
threaten the ecosystem on which they depend, Chilote artesanales are ever more strident
in voicing these opinions.
Of the fishermen I spoke with, all expressed a distaste for the neoliberal changes
that had affected their island. Many spoke passionately and forcefully of their differences
with the national government and of their desire to be left alone. They spoke for
themselves but also often for their Chilote culture as a whole. They emphasized their
sense of cultural uniqueness, their historical autonomy, and their community-oriented
value system. And they condemned many of the values they saw as accompanying
neoliberalism-the emphasis on profit and individual gain, the tendency to exploit natural
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resources beyond the ecological capacities of the environment, and most of all the notion
that societies benefit most when individuals are given the freedom to pursue their selfish
interests.
The testimonials outlined below are, in my opinion, the best representation of the
attitudes and perspectives I encountered during my visit to the island in 2002. They are
the words of a fisherman, a union leader, and a local historian, each of them residents of
one of the three towns I spent time in. I have presented their testimonials in successive
order because I believe they compliment each other and are best read with little
interruption. The language is clear and the message self-evident enough to minimize the
need for lengthy "interpretation." My comments at the end of each testimonial are limited
to an analysis of those portions that I think shed the most light on how artesanales view
themselves as Chilotes as well as how they interpret the neoliberal economic changes that
have affected their island.

Luis Sandoval, 39 years old, is an artesanal and a union leader. As president of the

Sindicato Provincial de Pescadores Artesanales de Chiloe, he is spokesperson for the
more than 2,000 members of the organization. His office is located on the top floor of a
two-story wooden building in downtown Castro. Sandoval is tall and burly, with a soft,
youthful face and leathery hands that he slices through the air when making a point. His
office, barely large enough to fit a desk, has posters of Che Guevara and Salvador
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Allende plastered on its plyboard walls and papers organized in neat stacks in the comers.
I interviewed him for a little more than an hour on July 19, 2002:

We believe in liberty, but we don't think liberty means someone from the
outside should be able to come here and do damage to our island just to fill their
pockets with money. Liberty to us doesn't mean 'liberty to get rich.' It means
liberty from hunger, liberty from poverty, liberty from exploitation, all of those
things. That's also a kind ofliberty, but it's not what we have here right now.
. . .The corporations have come here and taken what they want. And they
have been supported all of the time by the government. They are interested in
growing, in expanding, in making money. Their attitude is 'the more the better.'
The artesanal has no interest in that. He is not interested in growing, in expanding
like a corporate man [empresario]. He wants to make enough money to live well.
He wants to help his community and have a quiet life .... He goes out to fish
whenever he needs money to survive, not to make a profit.
Culturally, it is totally different to work as an artesanal than to work for a
company. Artesanales work because they enjoy it. He has his own way oflife and
is his own boss. The industrial is in it for the money. He has no limit to how much
he wants to exploit and how much money he wants to make.
It is also different for the people working for the industrial. The fisherman
working for a corporation loses his independence, his liberty, because he is
working for someone else. He has a schedule that he has to obey, and a boss that
is watching him all the time. This goes against our nature, the way we are
culturally as Chilotes. As an artesanal, you have your own life. You help your
community. You do things because you want to, not because someone you don't
know is forcing you to.
... Once the industriales started arriving, things started to change. You
started to see private schools - you never saw private schools here before. You
started to see richer neighborhoods, restaurants for people with a lot of money.
The industrial es live in the [upscale] N erc6n neighborhood [outside of Castro].
They have their own world there.
Today you see people with suits and ties and people with rubber boots.
Before, everyone had rubber boots only.

Sandoval's comments are, I believe, fascinating and telling on many levels. First,
he decries what he sees as a false discourse on the concept of liberty. He suggests that
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"liberty" is a relative term that can be interpreted in many different ways. The state 's
discourse on "liberty", he says, is one that emphasizes an individual's freedom to enrich
him or herself. I will add that this is the legacy inherited from the Chicago School of
Economics and the theories of Milton Friedman. Yet, Sandoval points out, this liberty
comes with a high social cost: "damage to our island." He does not specify what kind of
damage he is referring to, but he implies that the real-world impact of the neoliberal
approach is one that benefits - or "fills [the] pockets" of- a few at the expense of many.
Next, Sandoval gives his interpretation of the Chilote version of liberty. It is, he
tells us, a concept that emphasizes social welfare over individual gain: "liberty from
hunger ... poverty ... exploitation." Juxtaposed with his assessment of neoliberalism as an
approach that "fills [the] pockets" of individuals, his message is clear: liberty from life's
basic wants should apply to the collective whole, not a select few. His call for an end to
hunger, poverty, and exploitation is also, I believe, a thinly veiled appeal for an
expansion of the left hand of the state, a desire to see the government place greater
emphasis on social services and welfare programs. In other statements as a union leader,
he has explicitly called for greater government regulation of fishing corporations and
increased government policing of existing regulations.
Sandoval goes on to contrast the "culture" of small-scale fishing with that of
industrial fishing. He points out that artesanales work because they enjoy it, whereas
those who work for a corporation do so because they must; the corporate employee thus
"loses his independence." He makes a distinction, though, between the lower-tier worker
in the industrial sector - the Chilote who must go "against his nature" and "obey a
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schedule" - and the higher-level white collar employee whom calls el industrial. His
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assessment of el industrial is of someone who craves money and "has no limit to how
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much he wants to exploit," someone who places his or her personal gain above the
welfare of others. This differs dramatically from not just the unskilled laborer who works
beneath him but also the small-scale Chilote fisherman who is at once independent ("you
have your own life [as an artesanal]") and socially responsible ("you help your
community [as an artesanal]").
Sandoval also makes a direct link between el industrial and the class stratification
he is seeing in Chiloe for the first time. He sums up his assessment of this change with a
succinct symbolic description of dress codes on the island: "Today you see people with
suits and ties and people with rubber boots. Before, everyone had rubber boots only."
These class distinctions, Sandoval says, did not exist in Chiloe on the same level as one
sees today. His implication is that prior to the arrival of the national and multinational
fishing companies, only minimal class distinctions existed on the island.

Sergio Mayorga is a 46 year-old artesanal who has been fishing for nearly thirty years.

He lives with his wife in a modest wooden home at the end of a dirt road on the outskirts

of the port town of Dalcahue (population 2,000). He goes out to sea two to four times a
week with a crew of two other men and a locally-built boat that he owns. Each fishing
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venture can last anywhere from four to twelve hours, depending on the initial success of
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the fishermen in locating large schools. Mayorga also builds boats himself, and after my
interview with him in his home on July 12, 2002, he eagerly took me to a large shed in
his yard to show me a new vessel approximately 25 feet long that he was currently
building. He planned to name the boat El Guerrero Arco iris in honor of the Greenpeace
vessel sunk by the French government in 1985 .
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There are so many ways we have been affected by [fishing] companies
from the outside - the industrial es. We would have preferred to have been left
alone ... It's true that the industriales have brought some jobs to the island, but
they also brought a lot of other things that we don't want, and I would say that the
bad outweighs the good.
I would say that the biggest problem facing us now is a shrinking [ocean]
area on which we can fish. For one, we can't go beyond the five-mile line. That's
reserved for the industry fleet. We used to be able to fish anywhere, but now
suddenly we have to stay within five miles of shore ... But then the salmon farms
[salmoneras] have polluted a lot of the sectors close to shore - our fishing area.
So now we're restricted there too. There are fewer and fewer areas we can freely
go to.
Another problem is the way the salmoneras are damaging the
environment. Every year there are thousands of salmon that escape - these fish
are carnivorous and they eat a lot of the fish that we harvest .... There are also
other species that are being killed off because of the salmoneras. Sea lions are
attracted to the salmon and get caught in the nets. The [bird species] martin
pescador also gets attracted to the salmon and shot by industry workers .
. . . These things bother us. They bother me. We take pride in our island, in
its environment and all of the different species that live here. We don't like the
way the industriales have moved in with their attitude of exploiting as much as
they can. It's a destructive way of operating.
I don't work that way. When I go out to fish I use hooks. Ifl use nets they
are smaller nets with large spaces that allow the fish I don't want to pass through.
I use all the fish I catch, because I can't afford to waste. The industriales use giant
nets. They pick up everything and then waste most of it.
... What bothers me most about the industriales is that they have no
modesty. They're like a giant that eats and eats without restraint. As a fisherman,
I pride myself in being modest in the way I work, being sencillo [simple] in how I
live, and working with those around me.
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artesanales. Unlike Sandoval and Bahamonde (below), Mayorga does not attempt to

I

the natural environment that surrounds him and purposely avoids highly destructive and

,1

indiscriminate fishing techniques. Of particular interest is his view of large-scale

Mayorga' s words provide an individual perspective on the issues affecting

speak for Chilote culture as a whole. He speaks mostly for himself when he lists his
grievances against the industriales. He describes himself as someone who takes pride in

commercial fishing operations as immodest ventures. He compares industriales to "a
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giant that eats and eats without restraint." This contrast between his own modest fishing
techniques and general appreciation of simplicity versus the intemperance of the
industrial sector seems to mark a crucial difference he sees between artesanales and
industriales. While the large-scale operations represent excess, artesanales such as
himself represent simplicity.

Armando Bahamonde is a historian and schoolteacher currently working for the local

municipal government in Dalcahue as chief of the Cultural Department. Though he and
his wife of twenty-seven years own a small home in Dalcahue, the two of them prefer to
spend most of their time in Armando's native town of San Juan (population 200) where
they own a second house. San Juan is only a short distance from Dalcahue - about twenty
kilometers - but the winding mud road leading to it makes for a two-hour trip on the
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daily bus. Armando is nearly sixty years old with pale but rugged skin, a graying beard,
and an angular nose that gives him the overall appearance of a pirate. I spoke to him in
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his home in San Juan over a period of several days in mid-July, 2002. The following
extracts are mostly from a conversation I had with him in his cramped but warm kitchen
on a typical gray and wet Chilote day. His green pet parrot paced his shoulder the entire
time we spoke.

Here in Chiloe we see ourselves as a distinct culture; so much so that the
rest of Chile to us is almost like a foreign country. We value our cultural
autonomy very much, and we hope to be able to select those things from the
outside that benefit us and reject those things that don't.
... This has been my experience. Since 1973 the economy of Chiloe has
opened up. Before that, there were no corporations here. We lived in a selfsufficient way. We took from the ocean what we needed. We grew what we
needed. We grew potatoes, wheat, lettuce, cabbage, cereals, and we raised what
we needed - cattle, sheep, pigs. I was a teacher and all of my students lived on
farms and fished .
. . . Chilotes lived a communal lifestyle [before 1973]. Neighbors helped
neighbors through mingas .. . .It was a collective existence. Money was not what
determined your success, nor was it what gave us happiness. It was not an
important concept to us. Instead, we drew our happiness and well-being from our
sense of collectivity and community, from our relations with each other, our
families, our notions of cooperation.
Starting with the policies of the dictatorship this has been changing,
Suddenly, big fishing companies arrived. Sectors of the ocean were declared offlimits. The ocean was exploited on a bigger scale. People started to work for
fisheries, farms were abandoned. Money started to become more important.
People produced less for themselves because they were working for the
industrial es.
... The culture itself was affected. There was a change from a focus on the
community to a focus on the individual. Individualism became important. People
became more concerned about their personal salaries. Each person or family
began looking out more for their own interests. Money and material possessions
became more important .... The Chilote had to get used to a schedule, working for
an industry, working for someone else, an impersonal work environment. This is
the legacy of neoliberalism .
. . . These things were imposed on us from the outside, dreamed up inside
the four walls of [the presidential palace] La Moneda for very particular business
and political interests, without consulting Chilotes. The dictatorship supposedly
ended in '90, but the government has continued to make decisions for us as
though it were a dictatorship .... It tried to build a bridge [from the mainland to the
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island] last year. Everyone thought it was a great idea- people would be able to
cross into Chiloe easier, more tourists would come, businesses would do even
better because transportation would cost less, everyone would get richer.
Everyone thought this except us. We weren't interested in any of that, and they
couldn't understand why. We had to fight back until they cancelled the bridge
project.
... Here's what they can't understand in Santiago: we don't care about socalled development or progress. We don't want bigger businesses, bigger
buildings in our towns, bigger boats to go fishing with. Those things don't make
us feel better or happier. Especially when they run over our cultural values .
. . . There is a threat to the culture of Chiloe. The island is being pushed by
the system that has been implanted in the rest of the country, the model of
capitalism and the free-market. It's being forced on us without consideration of
the cultural diversity we have, the richness of our towns .... Many of the decisions
that are made are done by the government in Santiago in such a way that the
people here are slowly becoming true objects of the system and not subjects of
their own development. Chiloe is becoming like the rest of Chile, and that's not
what we want.

Bahamonde' s comments are particularly telling in they are the most overt attempt
to construct a memory of Chilote culture. I should note, though, that while none of the
other fishermen I spoke with articulated a historical memory quite as clearly and
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succinctly as Bahamonde, they expressed virtually identical sentiments about Chiloe' s
past and current culture, and the manner in which neoliberalism is affecting that culture.
It would therefore be fair to characterize Bahamonde's comments as representative of the

collective memory I encountered among artesanales.
Bahamonde' s statement incorporates much of what Sandoval and Mayorga say,
though he places a greater overall emphasis on what he sees as a general erosion of
Chilote culture. He begins by presenting his view of this culture, characterizing it as not
just "distinct" but also as instrumental in shaping the identity of islanders. Chilotes, he
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tells us, set themselves apart from other Chileans to such a degree that "the rest of Chile
to [them] is almost like a foreign country."
Bahamonde emphasizes "autonomy" as a central characteristic of both Chilote
culture and identity, then gives a brief history illustrating how that autonomy arose. He
suggests that the island's historical isolation from the rest of Chile and much of the world
led to economic independence and a spirit of self-reliance. "We lived in a self-sufficient
way" prior to 1973, he says, with islanders extracting and surviving off local resources.
Along with this independent spirit, Chilotes developed a strong sense of cooperation - a
"collective existence." It is in describing this sense of community that Bahamonde seems
to provide the greatest contrast to the values he associates with neoliberalism. His first
distinction is with money, and his words are worth repeating: "Money was not what
determined your success, nor was it what gave us happiness." Bahamonde indicates here
his view of neoliberalism as an economic philosophy centered on the concept of money
and- as he points out later in his testimonial - material possessions. He describes Chilote
culture, in contrast, as one that prioritizes interpersonal relations, families, community,
and cooperation. These, he tells us, are ultimately what give a Chilote his or her
happiness or sense of well-being. In providing this contrast he is in effect saying that
there exist fundamental differences in values between Chilote culture and the right hand
of the Chilean state. Values that the economists and technocrats of the state assume are
beneficial and desirable to everyone - "development" and "progress" for example - are
of little, or at least diminished, interest to Chilotes.
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Bahamonde also explicitly links neoliberalism to the current elected
administration in Santiago (the site of the presidential palace and the executive branch of
government). In this way he reinforces the perception of outside forces meddling with the
affairs of the island without consultation with Chilotes. "These [neoliberal changes] were
imposed on us from the outside, dreamed up inside the four walls of La Moneda." In the
same sentence he also links the executive branch of government with the private sector,
alleging that "very particular business and political interests" are behind Chile's
economic laws.
Bahamonde's critique of neoliberalism is therefore two-fold. He claims, on the
one hand, that basic differences in core values separate Chilotes from the right hand of
the government - in other words, that the government's enthusiasm over neoliberalism
and its efforts to impose such an economic plan on Chilotes is motivated by an
assumption that islanders want free-market reforms. The clash in values he describes is in
this manner the result of misunderstanding, or, more precisely, lack of education- a
failure on the part of the government to take into account Chilote cultural values. On the
other hand, Bahamonde also invokes more sinister government motives for implementing
neoliberal reforms. He draws a connection between private interests and government
policy, claiming that the one induces the other, and that the imposition of neoliberalism
on Chilotes is not solely the result of cultural misunderstanding but also the end result of
powerful corporate interests.
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Bahamonde ends his testimonial by declaring a "threat to the culture of Chiloe."
His final words are direct, succinct, and unambiguous: " ... the people here are slowly
becoming true objects of the system and not subjects of their own development."

I
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Conclusions

It is impossible, based on my limited time in the field, to assess how accurately
these accounts of Chilote history and identity reflect the reality of Chiloe' s past and
present. Indeed, whether or not such an assessment is even feasible is in itself a question
worth considering. Nonetheless, for the purposes of this study, it is irrelevant to ask how
much of this collective memory is constructed. What is more important, and what I can
say for certain, is that all of the fishermen I spoke with articulated the kind of
perspectives recorded above. In that sense, these views are a tangible reality- and, based
on my experience - a widespread one.
The kind of consensus and unanimity of opinion I encountered among artesanales
is indicative of several things. First and foremost, it points to a deep suspicion of the
Chilean government. That suspicion, though, is not a carte blanche rejection of the state;
rather, it is a rejection of those elements within the state that push the economic and
philosophical principles underlying neoliberalism. These include the free-market reforms
undertaken since 1973, and the emphasis on self-interest and profit that such reforms
represent. I invoke once again Bourdieu and his concept of a right hand of the state that
"promotes an economic view that individualizes everything" (Bourdieu; 1998, 40). It is
this sphere of the state that artesanales position themselves against. They view it as
antagonistic and antithetical to the values and traditions they believe they hold.
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The testimonials and opinions expressed by artesanales also point to an identity
that stresses collectivity and cooperation over individualism. These values Chilotes
assign themselves emerge from a view of history that depicts Chilote culture as separate
from that of the rest of Chile, self-sufficient, and rich with collective traditions. One
could say that this is the memory held by many artesanales that shapes their sense of who
they are, where they come from, and what they give priority to. It is unclear whether or
not one can apply these characteristics to the general population of the island, but my
experience suggests that the kinds of sentiments echoed above are not relegated to
artesanales alone.
Let me reiterate, though, that this is a preliminary study and these are therefore
incipient conclusions that deserve closer scrutiny. Ultimately, my fieldwork provided me
with no hard answers to the questions I was asking. Instead, it pointed me in a particular
direction and allowed me to form certain follow-up queries that I plan on investigating as
part of my upcoming dissertation. What, for example, are the views of Chilote workers in
the industrial sector? Do those views parallel the ones I encountered among artesanales?
Do industrial workers express a similar cultural identity and collective memory? Also,
what kind of discourse has emerged from the Chilean government in support of its
neoliberal agenda? Has it considered local perspectives and opinions such as those
outlined here? Has it changed significantly since Chile's transition to democratic rule in
1990? And finally, how accurate are the brief conclusions I've outlined above? Does my
sample of testimonials reflect the views of a majority of artesanales? Will my initial
assessment stand up to a lengthier field investigation?
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